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HISTORY
The family business that began over a
century ago making furniture polish one
bottle at a time in the garage of founder
Frank Meguiar, Jr. now spans three
generations of Meguiar's and 92
countries. Meguiar's, Incorporated has
become the world's most respected
manufacturer of cleaners, polishes,
waxes, conditioners and protectants for
every conceivable surface.
When the mass production of fiberglass
boats first began in the 1950's, the PVA
Release Agent being used created dull
finished parts. Meguiar's products were
then applied to create the high gloss
finishes that customers demanded. This
led Malcolm Meguiar, representing the
second generation of Meguiar's, to
change the FRP industry forever by
creating a Mold Release Wax that would
produce high gloss parts directly from
the mold. It was the industry's first Mold
Release Wax and, after 50 years, M-8
continues to be the top selling Mold
Release Wax in the world.
Working closely with the fiberglass boat
builders from the very beginning, and
being responsible for the original high
gloss finishes on fiberglass boats around
the world, led to the consumer demand
for Meguiar's products. Boat owners
were looking for products they could
genuinely trust to restore and protect
that original high gloss finish, even under
the most adverse circumstances that
boats experience.
The extraordinary performance of those
first consumer products, and the
enthusiasm they generated, created an
ever increasing appetite for additional
products from Meguiar's that would
perform at the same level of excellence
on every type of surface found in the
marine industry. The comprehensive line
of high performance products found in
this catalogue represents the ultimate
response to that demand.
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In 1923, Meguiar’s was truly a family business with everyone helping to make products out
in the garage. During the day, Frank Meguiar, Jr. would demonstrate and sell the product
made the night before.

The family business grew out of the garage and into the manufacturing plant shown
above in 1936.

Meguiar’s Global Headquarters in Irvine, California.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQ’s

WHAT'S YOUR BEST WAX?
What's best for you may be diﬀerent from the next car guy.
What's most important to you?
Speed? Meguiar's® Ultimate Fast Finish aerosol is the hot ticket
for a fast coat of "wax" protection.
Long-lasting water beading in a hi-tech synthetic? Meguiar's®
Ultimate Wax is "best".
Do you prefer a natural carnauba wax? You'll love our Meguiar's®
Gold Class™ Carnauba Plus wax with premium carnauba.
Cost/value/time-saving? Then it's the tried-&-true, all in one
action of our classic Cleaner Wax.

WHAT'S THE BEST PRODUCT TO USE ON MY NEW CAR?

HOW DO I REMOVE WATER SPOTS?
The obvious answer is to prevent getting water spots in the ﬁrst
place by keeping your vehicle waxed and maintained, as well as
washing and drying the vehicle in the shade and when the
surface is cool. For those times where you do get that nasty,
water spot surprise, we recommend Ultimate Compound, after
you've washed your car (of course!)

WHICH IS BETTER: SPRAY, LIQUID OR PASTE WAX?
It depends on your goal or expectation. Our Meguiar's® Fast
Finish Aerosol spray wax, for example, delivers amazing results
and you can "wax" your car in just minutes. Paste & liquid waxes
also add glass & deep reﬂections. Between paste and liquid
waxes, it's really a matter of preference as both deliver longlasting protection, gloss and shine.

All of Meguiar's products are safe to use on your new car, but
brand new cars are unique in that the paint should be in excellent
condition. If you adopt just a few routine maintenance
procedures, you can keep your car looking new for a long, long
time. As Barry Meguiar often says, "Frequent car care is EASY car
care!" Follow the 5 steps to paint care, using products designed
for automotive care.
• Wash your car weekly, using a quality microﬁber wash mitt
and premium car wash/shampoo.
• Apply a high quality automotive wax 3-4 times a year.
• Maintain your car in-between washes by using a mist and
wipe Meguiar's® Quik Detailer® or Ultimate Waterless
Wash & Wax to remove dust & contaminants.
• Clay your car as needed.
• Protect your interior and exterior trim and tyres with quality
protectants and tyre dressing.

SHOW CAR PAINT IN

HOW DO I GET RID OF SWIRL MARKS AND SCRATCHES?
It depends on the severity and extent of the blemish. First, if you
can catch your ﬁngernail in the scratch, you will need
professional help to correct it as it's very deep. We recommend
the following:
For very light scratches and swirls, Ultimate Polish is the answer
and may be applied by hand, orbital buﬀer or dual action
polisher (DA). For hand application only, Meguiar's® Clear Coat
Safe Polishing Compound may also be used.
For heavier scratches, oxidation, or just generally neglected
paint, Ultimate Compound is the perfect choice. It too can be
safely applied by hand, orbital buﬀer or with a DA.
If you have an isolated scratch, ﬁngernail mark or light scuﬀ,
Meguiar's® ScratchX™ 2.0 will safely provide the muscle to
remove it.

WHAT'S A "DUAL ACTION" POLISHER, AND WHY SHOULD I USE ONE?
While most professional detailers use a DA, they are deﬁnitely
not restricted to "Pro" use only. Overall, the DA will produce
better results, faster. Meguiar's® DA Power System & MT310 DA
Polisher have been designed, along with our pads for both do it
yourself & professional use. These fantastic machines make
paint correction a breeze, and you can also apply a coat of your
favorite wax in virtually no time. The best thing about a
Meguiar's® DA Polishers is that it is completely safe to use and
will not damage or "burn through" your paint like a rotary can.

5 STEPS

1 WASH
Wash your car using a specially formulated car wash and
conditioner. Dish washing soaps & detergents strip your car's
wax and can dry your paint out leading to a loss of gloss and
shine. All Meguiar's washes are also environmentally safe.

2 CLEAN/PREP
Check for & remove above surface contaminants like tree sap
mist with Meguiar's® Smooth Surface™ Clay Kit before
checking for below-surface defects. The most eﬀective way to
remove below surface paint problems like oxidation, ﬁne
scratches and swirls is to use a non-abrasive, clear-coat safe
paint cleaner like Meguiar's® Ultimate Compound.

3 POLISH (OPTIONAL)
Polishing is recommended as an optional step, especially for
dark coloured cars, prior to waxing to help create the ultimate in
high gloss.

4 WAX/PROTECT
To protect and add a brilliant shine to your paint's surface, use
only premium car wax products like Meguiar's® Ultimate Wax.

5 MAINTAIN
Regular maintenance removes above surface contaminants like
bird droppings or tree sap before they have time to bond or etch
into your paint ﬁnish. Meguiar's® Quik Detailer® or Ultimate
Quik Detailer® dramatically extends the durability of your wax
protection & safely removes dust and grime between washes
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WHAT’S NEW

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC QUIK CLAY KIT

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC LIQUID WAX 16OZ

Code: G200200

Code: G200416

Meguiar’s Hybrid Ceramic Quik Clay Kit contains everything you
need to restore a smooth as glass ﬁnish and leave behind a layer of
Hybrid Ceramic Protection. The Included Synthetic Clay Pad is
designed to perform like traditional clay yet is easier to handle and
can be used over and over again! Plus, it’s dialed in to eﬀectively
remove bonded contaminants without hazing the paint.

Meguiar’s sophisticated Hybrid Ceramic chemistry makes this
product as easy to apply as an ordinary liquid wax! Engineered to be
applied by either hand or dual action variable speed polisher (DA
polisher), this formula produces a slick, protective, water beading
layer that seals your paint from the environment. And it may be used
on chrome & plastic trim, or as a top coat over traditional waxes &
sealants, too!

• Smooth-as-glass ﬁnish while protecting paint in just one-step
• Hybrid Ceramic Detailer lubricates the Synthetic Clay Pad &
contains advanced Si02 Hybrid Ceramic protection
• Synthetic Clay Pad eﬀectively removes bonded contaminants
and smooths paint without hazing

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC DETAILER 26OZ
Code: G200526
This is the perfect product to use in between applications of
Meguiar’s Hybrid Ceramic Wax or Meguiar’s Hybrid Ceramic Liquid
Wax to quickly enhance the existing hydrophobic water beading
protection.
• Spray detailer gently removes contaminants like dust, ﬁnger
prints & bird droppings, while adding water beading protection
• Contains sophisticated Si02 Hybrid Ceramic protection
• Enhances waxes, coatings & sealants
• Remove fresh contaminants between regular washes before
they have the chance to bond
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•
•
•
•

Contains the latest advanced Hybrid Si02 technology
Seals paint for long-lasting protection against the elements
Delivers an extreme water beading action
Non-whitening on non-painted trim and rubber gaskets

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC WAX 26OZ
Code: G190526
More protection and durability than conventional wax - simply spray
on, rinsing oﬀ and dry. It’s easy!. After washing your paint and rinsing
oﬀ the soap, simply spray on the Hybrid Ceramic Wax and then follow
with a second rinse using a strong stream of water. This ﬁnal rinse
helps to spread and lay down the wax for you. Dry your car like you
normally would with a premium microﬁbre drying towel, no rubbing,
buﬃng or curing time. Protection and durability that lasts beyond
conventional wax. It really is Ceramic made easy!
• Ceramic made easy! Simply spray on, rinse oﬀ & dry
• Protection & durability beyond conventional wax

WHAT’S NEW

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE LEATHER DETAILER 473ML

MEGUIAR’S MICROFIBRE DRYING TOWEL

Code: G201316

Code: Ax1000

Meguiar’s Ultimate Leather Detailer provides the quick & easy
solution to maintain your leather’s look & feel. Powerful cleaning
ingredients safely removes dirt & grime to restore leather’s natural
appearance. UV blockers and protective polymers work together to
keep your leather protected. The results is clean, nourished and
protected leather that has a deep, rich satin gloss making your
leather look its best.

Super absorbent 1000gsm microﬁbre, speciﬁcally designed to safely
and quickly dry your car. It’s thick, plush, premium-grade microﬁbre
pile lifts and safely traps any residual grime, rather than dragging it
across the surface. This defends against the introduction of those
annoying ﬁne swirls and scratches that can occur when using an
ordinary chamois. Rapidly soaking up water for faster, more eﬃcient
drying. Jumbo Size 700mm x 400mm.

• Cleans, Conditions & Protects in one easy step
• Satin gloss ﬁnish without a greasy look or feel
• Durable polymers & UV blockers protect & maintain leather

• Supreme Thickness
• Supremely Plush
• Supreme Drying
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STEP 1

WASH

MEGUIAR’S WASH & WAX ANYWHERE 768ml

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE WASH & WAX 1.4L

Code: G3626

Code: G17748

Car too dirty for a Detailer? No hose, bucket or water? No worries!
Safely lifts away dirt and grime while leaving behind a protective
layer of hydrophobic wax in as little as 15 minutes.

Traditional “Wash & Wax” products are typically weak on suds, shine
and protection, but not anymore! Meguiar’s hybrid blend of
premium carnauba wax and synthetic polymers provides protection
and shine while you wash… and the sudsing? It’s the Ultimate!

• Safely cleans more dirt than a spray detailer, while leaving
hydrophobic wax protection!
• Cost eﬀective: 1 bottle will wash & wax 3 - 5 average cars
• Waterless wash plus wax

MEGUIAR’S NXT GENERATION
CAR WASH 1.89L Code: G30264

• Hybrid carnauba/polymer wax protection
• Incredible sudsing action safely lifts dirt & grime
• Enhance gloss and shine in one easy step

MEGUIAR’S GOLD CLASS™ WASH
SHAMPOO & CONDITIONER

MEGUIAR’S SOFT WASH GEL
1.89L Code: A2564, 473ml Code: A2516

1.89L Code: G7164, 473ml Code: G7116
Synthetic, polymer based, NXT Car wash
penetrates, emulsiﬁes and dissolves dirt
without stripping wax protection. pH balanced
formula gently and eﬀectively removes road
grime and contaminants. It is gentle on all
painted ﬁnishes as well as rubber, vinyl, and
plastic components, but is also infused with
cutting edge polymers that create gloss and
protection on the paint.
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Meguiar's premium formula that washes and
conditions your paint. Gently foams away dirt
and grime.
• Gently foams away dirt and grime, while
conditioning your paint
• Premium formula gently foams away dirt
and grime
• Conditioners reveal colour and clarity

Super rich, super thick and super concentrated,
this is a remarkable formula which blends rich
conditioners with brighteners to enhance the
brilliance and gloss of your paint ﬁnish.
Detergent free and pH balanced, it won’t strip
oﬀ your wax protection. Use Soft Wash Gel with
Meguiar's Lambswool Wash Mitt for safe,
superior results.

STEP 2
Cleaning, or Surface Preparation, removes
stubborn, bonded above surface contaminants,
as well as below surface defects, like stains,
blemishes and oxidation. After your car is
washed, pass your ﬁngertips over the surface.
Do you feel roughness like micro speed bumps
on your paint? If so, these are above surface,
bonded contaminants.

CLEAN/PREP

ABOVE SURFACE CONTAMINANTS

Generally, you'll notice this contamination on
your car's horizontal surfaces, but you may also
see small, dark spots/specks on the rear and
lower surfaces of a light coloured car. Over time,
these contaminants will dull your paint and rob
your car of its shine.
Fortunately, Meguiar's® Smooth Surface™ Clay
Kit includes everything that you need to safely,
and easily, remove bonded contaminants. And
no, clay bars are NOT only for professional use.
If you have ever played with Silly Putty, you can
use clay.

Above surface contaminants
such as industrial fallout and
tree sap can be detected by
running your ﬁnger tips over
the paint ﬁnish after washing
and drying. Any "grittiness"
felt can be removed using
Meguiar's® Smooth Surface™
clay.

MEGUIAR’S SMOOTH SURFACE
CLAY KIT - 3 BARS Code: G191700

MEGUIAR’S SMOOTH SURFACE
CLAY KIT Code: G1120

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC
QUIK CLAY KIT Code: G200200

Easily removes bonded surface contaminants
like paint overspray, industrial fallout, tree sap
mist, road tar and grime as you rub it across the
surface of your car using a mist & wipe product,
like Meguiar's Quik Detailer, as lubricant.

Meguiar's Smooth Surface Clay Kit will quickly
and safely restore a smooth as glass ﬁnish. The
way the system works is the clay bar safely
traps and lifts oﬀ the contaminants as you
lubricate the surface with our Quik Detailer.

Everything you need to restore a smooth as
glass ﬁnish and leave behind a layer of Hybrid
Ceramic Protection. The Synthetic Clay Pad is
designed to perform like traditional clay yet is
easier to handle and can be used over and over
again!.

Kit Contains:
• 3x Premium Clay Bars 60g
• 1x 473ml Quik Detailer
• 1x Supreme Shine Microﬁber Towel

Kit Contains:
• 2x Premium Clay Bars 50g
• 1x 473ml Quik Detailer
• 1x Supreme Shine Microﬁber Towel

• Smooth-as-glass paint in just one-step
• Hybrid Ceramic Detailer lubricates the
Synthetic Clay Pad & contains advanced
Si02 Hybrid Ceramic protection.
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STEP 2

CLEAN/PREP

BELOW SURFACE DEFECTS

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE COMPOUND 450ml
Code: G17216

After removing bonded contaminants that you can feel, examine the
ﬁnish from diﬀerent angles and light sources to detect below surface
defects like oxidation (dullness), stains/blemishes and ﬁne scratches.
Small below surface imperfections such as oxidation, stains, small marks
and scratches can be safely removed using Meguiar's® ScratchX™ 2.0 or
Ultimate Compound, giving a ﬂawless ﬁnish prior to polishing and
waxing.
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This really is the ultimate product for removing paint defects such as
oxidation, scratches, water spots and blemishes. Safely restore
colour and clarity to abused and neglected ﬁnishes with Meguiar’s
Ultimate Compound.
• Restores colour and clarity safely
• Cuts as fast as harsh abrasive compounds but without
scratching
• Minimal time and eﬀort required to remove defects
• Fast & easy way to remove oxidation, scratches and swirl marks

STEP 2

CLEAN/PREP

MEGUIAR’S WATER SPOT REMOVER 473ml

MEGUIAR’S CLEARCOAT SAFE CLEANER 473ml

Code: A3714

Code: A3016

Quickly removes water spots without damaging your vehicles clear
coat. Great on paint, glass, chrome and hard plastics. Use by hand or
dual action polisher. Clear Coat safe!

This non-abrasive paint cleaner safely removes road grime, surface
contamination, light oxidation, swirls and light scratches to restore
damaged and dull ﬁnishes. This easy to use formula expertly
prepares all paint ﬁnishes for polishing & waxing.

• Use on paint, glass, chrome & hard plastic
• Can be used by hand or with dual action polisher
• Clear coat safe

MEGUIAR’S SCRATCH X 207ml

MEGUIAR’S SWIRL REMOVER 450ml

Code: G10307

Code: G17616

Keep ScratchX 2.0 close at hand for quick removal of isolated paint
scratches or blemishes… whenever they occur. Competitive
products either hide the blemish or scratch the ﬁnish. Meguiar's
exclusive micro-abrasive system enables ScratchX 2.0 to remove
paint blemishes fast while restoring brilliant high gloss. The new and
improved formula can be applied by hand or with a DA.

Swirl Remover is non-abrasive and eﬀortlessly removes swirl marks
while improving colour and clarity. Apply by hand or our DA Polisher.
Removes swirl marks, spider webs, holograms to restore crystal
clear reﬂections.

• Clear coat safe!
• Quickly removes ﬁne scratches, ﬁngernail marks, paint transfer
and parking lot scuﬀs.

•
•
•
•

Eﬀortlessly removes swirl marks
Enhances colour and paint clarity
Safe to use on clear coat surfaces
Flawless ﬁnish on all paints
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STEP 3

POLISH

Polishing is an optional step, and is diﬀerent from waxing. While some modern day marketers have caused confusion by
naively misusing the terms, the deﬁnitions are clear. As in polishing a diamond, the sole purpose of polishing is to create
brilliant high gloss. For car show enthusiasts who are obsessed with having perfectly clear reﬂections, Meguiar's®
Ultimate Polish is the perfect choice. Others may be looking to remove the last hints of swirl marks while maximizing the
gloss. In this case, a Cleaner/Polish like Meguiar's® Clear Coat Safe Polishing Compound is a good solution.
Waxing falls under the larger heading of protecting the paint ﬁnish, which we'll discuss in Step 4.

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE POLISH
473ml Code: G19216

MEGUIAR’S POLISHING
COMPOUND 473ml Code: G18116

MEGUIAR’S COLORX 473ml

This pre-waxing glaze eliminates ﬁne swirl
marks to produce deep, wet reﬂections with
high gloss. Ultimate Polish also adds depth of
colour, especially on dark coloured cars and
leaves the paint ﬁnish incredibly clear and
glossy with mirror-like reﬂections.

A cleaner/polish that restores clarity for a
brilliant show car shine. For hand application to
restore brilliance to dull surfaces. Removes
light scratches and hazing.

ColorX is the tested and proven one step
system to restore deep colour and gloss from
your oxidised or contaminated paint ﬁnish. Will
dramatically revive brilliant colour and add a
long lasting protection that locks in the shine.
Also helps to remove ﬁne scratches and swirl
marks.

The Ultimate pre-treatment before Meguiar’s
Ultimate Wax!
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• Removes light swirls & adds gloss clarity
• Clear coat safe
• Non-scratching

Code: G11816

STEP 4

WAX/PROTECTION

Waxing protects the paint ﬁnish from the elements by coating it with waxes, polymers, resins and silicones. In addition
to protecting, wax can also "lock-in" the gloss to create brilliance, deepen/enrich dark colours and oﬀer other beneﬁts,
such as water beading and light swirl removal depending on the formulation.
All of Meguiar's waxes are clear coat safe, with choices available in paste, liquid or spray depending on your needs and
preferences. Note that every car and car owner is diﬀerent, as are the environments in which they live and how they are
cared for. All of these variables aﬀect how long a wax lasts. Generally speaking, we recommend waxing your car 3-4
times per year, but more frequent waxing is OK!

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC WAX 26OZ

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC LIQUID WAX 16OZ

Code: G190526

Code: G200416

More protection and durability than conventional wax - simply spray
on, rinsing oﬀ and dry. It’s easy!. After washing your paint and rinsing
oﬀ the soap, simply spray on the Hybrid Ceramic Wax and then follow
with a second rinse using a strong stream of water. This ﬁnal rinse
helps to spread and lay down the wax for you. Dry your car like you
normally would with a premium microﬁbre drying towel, no rubbing,
buﬃng or curing time. Protection and durability that lasts beyond
conventional wax. It really is Ceramic made easy!

Meguiar’s sophisticated Hybrid Ceramic chemistry makes this
product as easy to apply as an ordinary liquid wax! Engineered to be
applied by either hand or dual action variable speed polisher (DA
polisher), this formula produces a slick, protective, water beading
layer that seals your paint from the environment. And it may be used
on chrome & plastic trim, or as a top coat over traditional waxes &
sealants, too!

• Ceramic made easy! Simply spray on, rinse oﬀ & dry
• Protection & durability beyond conventional wax

•
•
•
•

Contains the latest advanced Hybrid Si02 technology
Seals paint for long-lasting protection against the elements
Delivers an extreme water beading action
Non-whitening on non-painted trim and rubber gaskets
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STEP 4

WAX/PROTECTION

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE WAX
473ml Liquid Wax Code: G18216, Paste Wax
Code: G18211
Advanced hydrophobic wax! a pure synthetic
wax that provides protection with ampliﬁed
reﬂectivity that won't leave a white residue on
trim and plastic.
Cross-linking synthetic polymers form our
longest lasting protective barrier, amplifying
reﬂections for incredible depth and mirror-like
shine. Meguiar's Ultimate Wax is simply the
best!.

MEGUIAR’S NXT WATER BEAD
BOOSTER 854ML Code: G30524
Hydrophobic Polymer Technology that creates
a protective layer on paintwork and creates
extreme water repelling characteristics. Faster
drying time, minimises water spotting, acid rain
etching, discolouration and water-borne
pollution damage.
• Removes contamination
• Lasting protective coating
• Extreme water beading
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MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE QUIK WAX
450ml Code: G17516
Featuring relentless water beading properties
with the added protection of a high tech, easy
to apply spray wax. Ultimate Quik Wax is the
fastest way to a dazzling, show car shine.
Featuring Hydro phobic Polymer Technology, it
makes paint come alive with a deep, wet look
shine you would only expect from liquid or
paste waxes.
• Can be applied in direct sunlight

MEGUIAR’S NXT GENERATION
POLYMER PAINT SEALANT 532ml

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE FAST
FINISH 241g
Code: G18309
Simple spray and wipe application makes
protection of your vehicles paint easier than
ever. This long lasting spray can be applied on
any clean surface – even over wax – to create a
protective top coat ﬁnish for up to one full year,
it’s advanced polymer formula also provides
extreme gloss and slickness.
• Lasts up to one full year
• Maximizes water beading paint
protection, gloss, & slickness

MEGUIAR’S GOLD CLASS LIQUID
WAX 473ml Code: G7016

Code: G30118
Cutting edge formula paint sealant
technology. Extreme hydrophobic water
beading performance. Great for lighter colour
paints where the main priority is protection and
water beading.
• Relentless water beading & protection
• Protection against oxidation &
UV degeneration

E legan t , t imeles s , premium. Sin ce it s
introduction, Meguiar's Gold Class Liquid
Wax has inspired enthusiasts worldwide to
pamper, condition and protect their treasured
investments. Meguiar's Gold Class Liquid Wax is
clear coat safe and simple to apply and remove.
• Improved formula for deeper shine.

STEP 4

WAX/PROTECTION

MEGUIAR’S GOLD CLASS QUIK WAX 473ml

MEGUIAR’S CLEANER WAX PASTE 311g

Code: G7716

Code: A1214

Meguiar's Premium Gold Class Carnauba Plus Quik Wax is a sun safe
formula that makes black cars blacker and adds a high gloss shine to
all coloured vehicles. The unique formula features a premium
carnauba and polymer blend for a dark, deep, wet look shine. The
non whitening formula can be applied in full sun without clouding or
streaking.

Cleaner Wax is non-abrasive and provides a tough, long-lasting
polymer wax protection, an excellent choice for all new cars, trucks
and SUV’S to maintain their showroom ﬁnish. Rich conditioning oils
and legendary gentle cleaning ability, make it an excellent choice for
daily drivers exposed to the elements.

MEGUIAR’S DEEP CRYSTAL
WETLOOK CLEANER WAX 473ml
Code: A9816
Meguiar’s most versatile, one step wax
specially formulated to produce eye-dazzling
results on all ﬁnishes. Rich conditioning oils and
legendary gentle cleaning ability make it an
excellent choice for daily drivers exposed to the
elements. For best results, use the Even-Coat
Applicator or Applicator Pad to apply Cleaner
Wax and a Microﬁbre Cloth or 100% Terry
Towelling Cloth for removal.

MEGUIAR’S CARNAUBA WAX
473ml Code: A2216

MEGUIAR’S QUICK WAX 709ml

“lock in” and protect the eye dazzling ﬁnish
you created, the Deep Crystal Carnauba Wax
delivers a durable, long lasting high gloss
protection with superb water beading action.
Apply with an Even Coat Applicator and
remove residue with a Supreme Shine
Microﬁber for dazzling results.

Shine as You Dry formula oﬀers dark reﬂections
with increased gloss and shine that won't
whiten on trim. Just mist on and wipe oﬀ to wax
your entire car (wet or dry) in minutes, even in
full sun!

• Durable, long lasting high gloss protection
• Superb water beading

Code: A1624

•
•
•
•
•

Wax and Protection
Revives your paint while adding shine
Will not damage clear coat paint
Eﬀortless application, wipe oﬀ in the sun
Applied by hand
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STEP 5

MAINTAIN

Once a car is waxed, the best ongoing protection for your car's ﬁnish is regular attention, or maintaining the ﬁnish.
Regardless of whether your car is parked or being driven, it's in a hostile environment.
Everything that ﬂies, from a gnat to a 747, expels contaminants that are determined to bond to and then etch into your
car's ﬁnish. Add to this acid rain, industrial fallout and those unavoidable UV rays (the No. 1 cause of paint degradation),
and you can see how your car is constantly under attack. The more your car is exposed to the elements, and the harsher
the environment is where you live, the more attention your paint ﬁnish will require.
Fortunately, Meguiar's has made it easy for you with our mist and wipe detailers. Meguiar's® Quik Detailer® and
Ultimate Quik Detailer® allow you to safely and easily remove contaminants before they have time to bond to your paint
ﬁnish. These products form the missing link between washing and waxing, allowing you to greatly extend the protective
qualities of your car wax.

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE QUICK
DETAILER 650ml Code: G14422

MEGUIAR’S QUICK DETAILER
473ml Code: A3316

MEGUIAR’S HYBRID CERAMIC
DETAILER 26OZ Code: G200526

Our most sophisticated and technologically
advanced detailer. Safely removes dust and
surface contaminants in-between washing.
Hydrophobic Polymer Technology darkens the
ﬁnish, adding protection and water beading.
The gentle, high lubricity formula is safe on all
paint types including the latest clear coats and
can be used daily to remove loose
contaminants, dust and grime to keep your car
looking its absolute best. It's so easy, you can
detail a full size car in less than 10 minutes!

Remove fresh contaminants before they have
time to bond to or etch into your paint ﬁnish. It
also removes ﬁne scratches on clear coat
paints, enhances colour and extends the
durability of your car wax. Simply mist on and
wipe oﬀ. Quik Detailer contains no wax and this
means you can use it as often as you like
without wax build up. When Quik Detailer
becomes slow to wipe oﬀ, simply add one coat
of Quik Wax.

This is the perfect product to use in between
applications of Meguiar’s Hybrid Ceramic Wax
or Meguiar’s Hybrid Ceramic Liquid Wax to
quickly enhance the existing hydrophobic water
beading protection.
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• Removes contaminants like dust, ﬁnger
prints & bird droppings, while adding water
beading protection
• Contains sophisticated Si02 Hybrid
Ceramic protection
• Enhances waxes, coatings & sealants

WHEELS & TYRES

After the vehicle itself and the exterior paint colour, arguably the most important and deﬁning features of a car is its
wheel and tyre package. What used to be limited to paint, chrome and aluminum has expanded into a variety of ﬁnishes
from custom wheel manufacturers who are constantly driving advances in design and materials. Similarly, car makers
have also added a diverse oﬀering of wheels. Whether your ride's equipped with custom 3-piece forged rims, factory
clear-coated silver alloys, or a trick set of chrome plated wires, Meguiar's® has developed the correct cleaners, polishes
and Hot Rims™ Wheel Polisher polishing tool to make your wheels look their best.
But clean wheels with dull, dingy tyres is just wrong, so Meguiar's® also oﬀers Hot Shine™ and Endurance® tyre
dressings to make your tyres look their best. And in addition to improving your tyre's appearance, Meguiar's® tyre
dressings also protect your tyres, helping to prevent browning and premature aging of the rubber.

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE WHEEL CLEANER 710ML

MEGUIAR’S HOT SHINE REFLECT 425g

Code: G180124

Code: G18715

This advanced chemistry blends road grime attacking surfactants
with active brake dust dissolving agents. The deep cleaning gel
formula turns brake dust purple and road grime brown as it gently
loosens stubborn contaminants and since it’s acid free and pH
balanced this wheel cleaner is safe and eﬀective for ALL wheel
ﬁnishes and painted brake components.

One of a kind shine! Using proprietary reﬂective technology, we have
created a tyre dressing unlike anything you have ever seen.
Meguiar’s® Hot Shine™ Reﬂect tyre Shine delivers the same deep,
black wet look shine that you love, yet when light hits your tyres you
get a unique, sparkling shine.

• Active gel quickly dissolves heavy Brake dust
• Turns Purple as it dissolves Brake dust
• Acid free and pH balanced - safe for all wheel ﬁnishes

• Proprietary technology reﬂects light for sparkling shine
• Gives tyres deep, black wet look that lasts for weeks
• Exclusive formula levels evenly and quickly to prevent streaking
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WHEELS & TYRES

MEGUIAR’S HOT RIMS WHEEL & TIRE CLEANER
710ml Code: G9524

MEGUIAR’S HOT RIMS ALUMINUM WHEEL
CLEANER 710ml Code: G14324

New formula now cleans wheels & tyres, foaming away dirt and
grime! Moderately aggressive cleaners for use on all factory coated
or painted wheels.

Hot Rims Aluminum Wheel Cleaner is a specially designed formula
guaranteed safe for uncoated and polished aluminium wheels as
well as anodised and powder coated wheel surfaces – it’s even safe
on all brake components.

•
•
•
•

Cleans wheels and tyres
Safe on clear coated wheels
Visually see dirt leaving the wheel & tyre
Increased foaming action

Our ultra safe formula features Xtreme Cling foam technology that
grabs vertical surfaces to deliver eﬀective cleaning and gently
remove brake dust and grime.

MEGUIAR’S ENDURANCE

MEGUIAR’S NXT GENERATION INSANE SHINE

473ml Gel Code: G7516, 425g Aerosol Code: G15415

710ml Trigger Code: G13124, 425g Aerosol Code: G13115

Endurance® is a signiﬁcant advancement in tyre protection
technology. Proprietary macro polymers & copolymers protect
against UV damage & tyre browning. The end result is that your tyres
stay black – with a rich, dark, high gloss shine – for weeks longer than
ordinary tyre shine products. See for yourself why Endurance® is the
enthusiast's favourite for high gloss shine that lasts.

The ultimate in high gloss for tyres - a deep, dark, "insane" wet look
that is fast and easy... just spray and walk away. Engineered
Synthetic Polymers (ESP) combined with specially designed anti
ozonants create a mirror like shine that prevents browning and
premature aging.

• Lasts for weeks
• Water resistant polymers
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• High gloss shine
• Prevents tyre browning
• Easy to use trigger spay or aerosol

WHEELS & TYRES

MEGUIAR’S HOT SHINE TIRE SPRAY

710ml Trigger

Code: G12024, 425g Aerosol Code: G13815
Hot Shine’s high gloss formula gives your tyres a “wet look” with a
dark shine. By combining highly water resistant polymers with anti
ozonant technology, Hot Shine keeps your tyres looking blacker
longer while preventing cracking, browning and premature aging.
Also available in a 425g aerosol can.

MEGUIAR’S NXT GENERATION ALL METAL
POLISH 142g Code: G13005
NXT All Metal Polysh cleans, polishes and protects all wheels,
stainless steel exhausts, chrome air intakes and valve covers,
aluminium, brass, copper, silver, and all other bright work
components. Meguiar’s Microscopic Diminishing Abrasive
Technology (MDAT) removes built up oxidation, tarnish and stain
faster and safer than traditional/harsh abrasives.
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INTERIOR

Just because Meguiar's is best known for polishes and waxes, doesn't mean we forgot about the inside of your car.
Meguiar's has developed an extensive line of products to clean, restore and protect the interior of your car.
Starting with Meguiar's® Quik Interior Detailer™ you can quickly and easily freshen up all the surfaces of your car,
leaving behind a clean detailed look. To add shine and protection to your vinyl and rubber surfaces, Meguiar's line of
Protectants will do the job. Meguiar's® Ultimate Protectant will keep your sensitive vinyl dash board looking like new
with superior, long lasting, UV protection.
For the very best in luxury, Meguiar's® leather cleaners and conditioners are #1 in the industry! Meguiar's® leather
products are perfect to maintain the look and feel of your vehicles leather surfaces.

MEGUIAR’S QUIK DETAILER INTERIOR

MEGUIAR’S SUPREME SHINE PROTECTANT

473ml Trigger Code: G13616, 25 Wipes Code: G13600

473ml Trigger Code: G4016, 25 Wipes Code: G4000

The fastest way to safely clean interior plastics, vinyl, leather, rubber,
metal and even audio/video equipment. Use as part of your weekly
car cleaning routine for that complete "just detailed" look. The
gentle high lubricity formula lifts oﬀ dust, dirt, grime and spills for a
like new appearance. Leaves a fresh fragrance with every surface
cleaned.

Boost colour, shine and protection on vinyl, rubber and plastic with
Meguiar’s new Supreme Shine. This potent protectant quickly
transforms the appearance of dashboards, trim, door panels, plastic
bumpers and tyres. Colour becomes deeper and richer and the shine
is greatly increased. No more dull ﬁnish. No more greasy ﬁnish.
Powerful UV blockers also help to defend against sun damage that
can cause fading, cracking and discolouration.
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INTERIOR

MEGUIAR’S NEW CAR SCENT
PROTECTANT 473ml Code: G4216

MEGUIAR’S NATURAL SHINE
473ml Code: G4116

Remove daily dirt and grime while providing
rich darkness and satin sheen to vinyl, rubber
and plastic surfaces. UV blocking agents also
help keep interior surfaces protected and
looking like new. This premium formula will
eliminate unwanted odors and leave behind a
pleasant New Car scent.

Maintain that rich "like new" look on their
dashboards, trim, tyres, and hundreds of other
surfaces. Restores natural shine to Vinyl,
Rubber and Plastic. This complex formula
includes mild cleaning agents to help remove
day to day dirt and grime and also includes UV
blockers to help reduce eﬀects caused by the
sun.

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE
PROTECTANT 355ml
Code: G14512

• Non-greasy formula cleans, shines, and
protects while providing superior UV
blocking for durable protection

• Restores natural shine to Vinyl, Rubber
and Plastic

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE LEATHER DETAILER 473ML

Shine & Protection that lasts & lasts!
Meguiar’s Ultimate Protectant oﬀers superior
UV protection and shine that signiﬁcantly
outlasts conventional protectants.
• The ultimate in long-lasting UV protection
• Dries fast & is non-greasy
• Withstands washing & rain on trim
without streaking

Code: G201316

MEGUIAR’S GOLD CLASS RICH LEATHER
CLEANER & CONDITIONER 473ml Trigger Code: G10916,

Meguiar’s Ultimate Leather Detailer provides the quick & easy
solution to maintain your leather’s look & feel. Powerful cleaning
ingredients safely removes dirt & grime to restore leather’s natural
appearance. UV blockers and protective polymers work together to
keep your leather protected. The results is clean, nourished and
protected leather that has a deep, rich satin gloss making your
leather look its best.

Pamper and protect your leather with gentle, safe cleaners and rich,
luxurious moisturizers. This unique spray formula with aloe helps
protect leather from spills and stains, while UV inhibitors help
prevent premature fading, aging and cracking.

• Cleans, Conditions & Protects in one easy step
• Satin gloss ﬁnish without a greasy look or feel
• Durable polymers & UV blockers protect & maintain leather

25 Wipes Code: G10900, 414ml Code: G7214

• Protects leather with safe cleaners & rich, luxurious moisturiser
• Provides UV inhibitors that help prevent premature fading,
aging & cracking
• Leaves no white residue: Great for perforated leather
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INTERIOR

MEGUIAR’S GOLD CLASS LEATHER
CONDITIONER, LEATHER & VINYL CLEANER
Leather Conditioner 473ml Code: G18616, Leather & Vinyl Cleaner
473ml Code:G18516
Superior cleaning for leather & vinyl that is strong enough to remove
stains, yet gentle enough for general cleaning.
Leather Conditioner moisturises and conditions for like new leather,
with UV protection to prevent aging, fading and has aloe and
moisturising oils in it for superior conditioning leaving your leather
looking rich and natural.

MEGUIAR’S LEATHER GUARD

Code: G3800

Protect your leather surfaces from drying out, fading, aging and
accidental stains. Meguiar's Gold Class Leather Sealer Treatment
featrues advanced hybrid polymers to keep your leather looking
new, it is a great way to protect new leather, and to bring life back to
worn leather.
Kit includes:
• Leather Prep
• Leather Sealer
• Foam Applicator
• Microﬁber Towel
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MEGUIAR’S GOLD CLASS RICH LEATHER
LEANER/CONDITIONER 400ml Code: G17914
Premium formula provides a highly eﬀective one step solution that
cleans, conditions and protects leather without leaving behind any
white residue or artiﬁcial gloss.
• Cleans, conditions & protects ﬁne leather!
• Premium conditioners and nourishing aloe
• UV protection helps prevent aging & fading

MEGUIAR’S CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
538g Code: G191419
Active foam quickly penetrates & dissolves stains from the bottom
up for deep down cleaning. This eﬀective blend of cleaners and
surface active agents removes the toughest stains and helps to
restore a like-new appearance on car carpet and upholstery. The
newly redesigned canister now comes with a carpet scrubber top
that helps deliver improved cleaning ability.
• Deep cleaning, professional strength formula removes stains
& odours
• Fast acting foam breaks down stains for quick & easy cleaning
• Dries quickly without leaving behind a sticky residue

INTERIOR

MEGUIAR’S CARPET & CLOTH REFRESHER 710ml

MEGUIAR’S AIR RE-FRESHER MIST

Code: G180724

Black Chrome Code: G181302, Fiji Sunset Code: G201502,
New Car Code: G16402, Citrus Grove Code: G16502, Summer Breeze
Code: G16602

Removes unwanted odours permanently. This specialised formula
implements Meguiar’s Re-Fresher Technology allowing the Carpet &
Cloth Re-Fresher to instantly freshen automotive interiors while
permanently removing and eliminating even the toughest of odours
instead of just masking or covering them up.
•
•
•
•

Instantly removes even the toughest odours
Make your vehicle smell fresh & clean anytime
Won't leave behind any residue or ﬁlm
Great as a follow-up after deep cleaning with Meguiar's Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaner

Permanent Odor-Eliminating Technology ﬁnds odors wherever they
are; including those hard to reach areas. Leaves behind a smooth,
invigorating scent.
• Easy to use mist ﬁnds and neutralizes unwanted odour
molecules using current Odor Eliminator Technology
• Air Conditioner vents, under seats & all the cracks and crevasses
• Leaves the inside of the car with a fresh scent
• Simply engage the mister inside the car with the fan on, close
the doors for 10-15 mins, open all doors for 10-15 mins to air out

MEGUIAR’S PERFECT CLARITY GLASS CLEANER T
710ml Code: G8224

MEGUIAR’S PERFECT CLARITY GLASS CLEANER
AEROSOL 19OZ Code: G190719

Delivering a crystal clear, streak free shine you depend on for
maximum visibility and a clean car. Longer lasting, time and eﬀort
reducing. Leaves no residue or streaks. To apply, simply spray Perfect
Clarity directly onto glass, spread evenly, then ﬂip the towel and buﬀ
dry.You can even use it direct sunlight!

Spreads and wipes oﬀ quickly, with superior cleaning ability to tackle
even the dirtiest glass. Easily removes vinyl fog residue, road grime,
smoker's ﬁlm, bird droppings and bug splatter. Anti-hazing
properties also work to deliver amazing, streak-free results on all
auto windows to get glass perfectly clear.

• Anti-Hazing formula provides long lasting clarity
• Superior Cleaner against bugs, tree sap, road grime, smoker’s
ﬁlm & bird droppings
• Safe for use on all tinted windows

• Pro-Strength glass cleaner spray to easily remove dirt, grime,
grease and ﬁlm
• Gentle & Safe - ammonia-free, safe on window Tint
• Streak Free - anti-hazing auto window cleaner is streak free for
Perfect clarity
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OTHER SURFACES

Detailing your vehicle always comes down to the ﬁner details. Now that you've restored and protected your paint, what
do you do with all the non-painted surfaces like vinyl, trim, headlights and glass? Well, Meguiar's has you covered!
Meguiar's® Ultimate Black will bring back to life any faded and tired looking rubber, plastic or vinyl trim. This special
formula will also last through rain storms and multiple washing, without leaving those ugly black streaks that run down
the side of your car like other trim restoring products.
And have you noticed all those yellowed and hazy headlights on the road? Plastic Headlights take a lot of abuse, whether
it's damaging UV rays, ﬁne scratches or road grime, they also need attention. Meguiar's full line of headlight restoration
products can restore even the most severely oxidized headlights; or prevent your new cars lenses from ever fading in the
ﬁrst place.

MEGUIAR’S CONVERTIBLE & CABRIOLET
CLEANER 473ml Code: G2016

MEGUIAR’S CONVERTIBLE & CABRIOLET
WEATHERPROOFER 340ml Code: G2112EU

Convertible & Cabriolet Cleaner provides quick, eﬀective and easy
cleaning of all canvas, cloth, mohair and vinyl tops. This dedicated
cleaner safely removes contaminants and stubborn stains like hard
water, bird droppings and oil without drying out convertible tops.

Protect and preserve your convertible top with Convertible &
Cabriolet Weatherproofer. This comprehensive formula creates a
protective barrier that delivers long lasting defence against UV rays,
acid rain, bird droppings, stains and more. Specially developed for
use on canvas, cloth, mohair and vinyl tops, Convertible & Cabriolet
Weatherproofer is the easy to use aerosol for convenience and to
keep your convertible top looking like new.

• Penetrating, biodegradable formula safely removes stains with
no hard scrubbing
• Cleans and ﬁghts mildew stains on all tops
• Safe for all convertible tops
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OTHER SURFACES
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OTHER SURFACES

MEGUIAR’S ULTIMATE BLACK TRIM SPONGES

MEGUIAR’S ENGINE CLEANER 473ml

Code: G14816

Two per pack Code: G15800
Meguiar's Engine Cleaner is safe for your engine, yet tough on grime!
Meguiar's Ultimate Black pre-treated ready to use sponges restore
new life to all exterior plastic, vinyl & rubber trim such as bumpers,
moldings, door handles, rear view mirror housings & windshield
cowlings. Utilising breakthrough UV clear coat technology, Ultimate
Black signiﬁcantly outlasts conventional protectants & trim care
products.
• Brings new life to all exterior plastic, vinyl and trim
• Convenient ready to use sponges takes out the guess work
• Make trim and plastic look like new

MEGUIAR’S HEAVY DUTY MULTI PURPOSE
CLEANER 710ML Code: G180224
Designed to deliver heavy duty cleaning with professional results.
Quickly removes stubborn dirt, grease and built-up grime from
virtually all interior and exterior surfaces - including automotive,
domestic and commercial. Powerful and eﬀective, yet safe on; vinyl,
plastic trim, fabric, carpet, upholstery, rubber, chrome. Perfect for
cleaning tyres, running boards, wheel arches, engine bay and more!
• Quickly removes stubborn dirt, grease and grime
• Powerful and safe cleaning without staining or bleaching
• All purpose - suits virtually all exterior and interior surfaces
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Meguiar's non-caustic formula penetrates and cleans even the
hardest to reach areas, quickly and safely removing dirt, grease and
grime. It will not damage rubber and plastic engine components. It is
a quick and easy biodegradable option for keeping your engine bay
looking its best.
• Non-caustic, biodegradable
• Quickly and safely removes dirt, grease and grime

MEGUIAR’S PAINT RESTORATION KIT

Code: G3300

Bring new life and shine to dull neglected paint!
Meguiar's eliminates the guess work by precisely selecting products
that will easily maximize your results. This kit includes Gold Class
Shampoo, a Smooth Surface Clay Bar, Quik Detailer, clear coat safe
Ultimate Compound, Meguiar's Gold Class Carnauba Plus Wax and
applicators and a Supreme Shine Microﬁbre towel.
• Bring new life and shine to dull, neglected paint!
• Preselected products eliminate the guesswork

HEADLIGHTS

MEGUIAR’S BASIC HEADLIGHT RESTORATION KIT

MEGUIAR’S PERFECT CLARITY 2 STEP HEADLIGHT
KIT Code: G2970

Code: G2960

Simple and eﬀective way to restore clarity to uncoated clear plastics in
two easy steps. This two-step process makes removing oxidation,
cloudiness, and yellowing quick and easy while providing brilliant
clarity that lasts.

No drill, no problem…Meguiar’s Basic Headlight Lens Correction Kit
allows for easy & safe removal of light oxidation, yellowing,
cloudiness & light scratches by hand. Cost eﬀective solution delivers
crystal clear ﬁnish.

•
•
•
•

Restores clarity to oxidized and yellowed headlights
Protects against yellowing and re-oxidation for 12 months
No drill required-simply clean & coat
Enhances visibility & safety for night driving

MEGUIARS HEAVY DUTY HEADLIGHT
RESTORATION KIT Code: G2980
Meguiar's Heavy Duty Headlight Restoration Kit is the easy way to
obtain professional results restoring clarity to uncoated clear
plastics with a standard corded drill. This inclusive kit comes with
everything needed to safely and eﬀectively remove heavy oxidation,
cloudiness, and yellowing while delivering crystal clear results.
Eliminate defects with included sanding discs and then polish up
clarity with PlastX Clear Plastic Cleaner Polish and Easy-Buﬀ Wool
Pad attachment using a standard corded drill. Follow with Headlight
Coating to preserve brilliant clarity and protect from re-oxidation for
up to a year.

Kit contents:
• Three, double-sided, abrasive discs
• 118ml PlastX
• Microﬁber towel

MEGUIAR’S HEADLIGHT RESTORATION KIT
Code: G1900K
Meguiar’s Headlight and Clear Plastic Restoration Kit restores like
new clarity to cloudy, scratched, oxidized and yellowed, uncoated
plastic surfaces. Meguiar’s unique PlastX formula works in concert
with our unique buﬃng pad and your drill to safely deliver amazing
results in just minutes! This Restoration Kit eﬀectively removes ﬁne
scratches, surface contaminants, oxidation, cloudiness and
yellowing, leaving plastics brilliantly clear and polished from
headlights, brake lights, plastic convertible windows, motorcycle
windscreens, helmet face shields, boat windows and more!
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ACCESSORIES

Have you ever heard the phrase, "the right tool for the right job"? At Meguiar's®, our line of paint, wheel and interior
products perform at their peak when used with high quality accessories. Microﬁber towels are not all created equal and
our Meguiar's Supreme Shine™ Microﬁber Towel is a cut above the rest, making polishing and waxing even that much
more enjoyable.
Plus, if you are ready to move up from hand compounding, polishing and waxing, Meguiar's oﬀers you two choices for a
professional grade, quality ﬁnish. With the Meguiar's DA Power System or Mirror Glaze DA Polisher you will achieve
ﬂawless results that cannot be matched by hand and without the worry of marring the ﬁnish. From the ﬁrst time users to
professional detailers we guarantee you will love the results.

MEGUIAR’S UNIVERSAL WHEEL BRUSH

MEGUIAR’S WHEEL FACE BRUSH

Code: Ax3000

Code: Ax3100

Soft, plush, non-scratch bristles also makes wheel cleaning quicker
and easier than ever before, while using a lot less wheel cleaning
product. It’s slimline design ﬁts easily into the tightest opening,
making it perfect for cleaning all those areas you could never get to
before. It’s ﬂexible, bendable design enables it to be custom-shaped
to get in behind the spokes. Prefect for use on all styles of wheels.

Soft, feathered bristles makes wheel cleaning quicker and easier
than ever – all without scratching and all while using a lot less wheel
cleaning product. The broad brush head packed with long, thick
bristles makes short work of even the largest wheels, while also
being able to reach down into tight spaces – like around the lug nut
holes. Protective rubberized bumper stops the brush from banging
against your wheel’s sensitive edges.

• Flexible
• Deep Reach
• Non Scratch
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• Fast Cleaning
• Rubber Bumper
• Non Scratch

ACCESSORIES

MEGUIAR’S MICROFIBRE DRYING TOWEL

MEGUIAR’S SUPER ABSORBENT WATER MAGNET

Code: Ax1000

Code: X2000

Super absorbent 1000gsm microﬁbre, speciﬁcally designed to safely
and quickly dry your car. It’s thick, plush, premium-grade microﬁbre
pile lifts and safely traps any residual grime, rather than dragging it
across the surface. This defends against the introduction of those
annoying ﬁne swirls and scratches that can occur when using an
ordinary chamois. Rapidly soaking up water for faster, more eﬃcient
drying. Jumbo Size 700mm x 400mm.

Meguiar’s Water Magnet Drying Towel features super absorbent
microﬁber that absorbs up to two times the water of traditional
towels. This premium drying towel reduces drying time with less
wring outs and leaves a spot free, swirl free ﬁnish. Meguiar’s Water
Magnet is an essential tool in creating and maintaining a show car
perfect ﬁnish each time the vehicle is dried.

• Supreme Thickness
• Supremely Plush
• Supreme Drying

•
•
•
•

Reduces drying time with less wring outs
Absorbs up to two times the water of traditional towels
Leaves a spot free ﬁnish
Towel dimensions: 22" x 30"

MEGUIAR’S LAMBSWOOL MITT
WITH BUG REMOVER Code: AG1015

MEGUIAR’S MICROFIBRE WASH
PAD Code: AG1020

MEGUIAR’S ULTRA PLUSH WASH
MITT Code: X3002EU

Will absolutely pamper paintwork and is ideal
for sensitive ﬁnishes that mark easily. Softer
and more durable than the Microspun Wash
Mitt. The reverse side of the mitt features a
handy bug removing mesh.

Ultra premium microﬁbre wash pad which
avoids surface scratching and swirls. This
Microﬁbre Wash Pad delivers a far superior
washing action than conventional wash mitts
and sponges and is lint free and machine
washable.

Meguiar’s Microﬁber Wash Mitt is the ultimate
choice for show car perfect ﬁnishes. The clear
coat safe Microﬁber lifts and traps dirt and
grime for a brilliant, swirl-free ﬁnish.

• Deep pile ultra premium microﬁbre
• Avoids surface scratching and swirls

• Clear coat safe, scratch-free performance
• Ultra plush microﬁber lifts and traps dirt
• Easy care, machine washable
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ACCESSORIES

MEGUIAR’S SUPREME SHINE
MICROFIBRE Single Code: X2010, Three
per pack Code: X2020
Produces amazing mirror like shine on all
ﬁnishes. More absorbency than traditional terry
towels, and safety edging eliminates the
possibility of scratching. It's prewashed for
maximum absorbency and is safe with clear
coats.

MEGUIAR’S MICROWIPE CHAMOIS MEGUIAR’S NO SMEAR GLASS
Code: AG6000
CLOTH LRG 40x 40cm Code: AG3032
An extremely ‘thirsty’ ultra premium Microﬁbre
Chamois that doesn’t stick to the ﬁnish like a
natural chamois. Totally pampers your vehicles
paint. Plus the synthetic Microwipe Chamois
doesn’t need to be kept moist when stored.

The perfect solution with Meguiar's Perfect
Clarity Glass Cleaner. Wipe time is dramatically
reduced due to Ultra Microﬁbre and moquette
type structure which has super absorption
qualities and unique "no grab" performance.

• Swirl free shine on all ﬁnishes
• Thick, deep pile has more absorbency

MEGUIAR’S DETAILING CLOTHS
MICROFIBRE TOWELS TWIN RED/

MEGUIAR’S MICROWIPE
POLISHING CLOTH Code: AG3030

YELLOW PACK Code: AX2015
Meguiar's Microﬁbre Towels are extra large and
have a plush, deep pile to safely wipe oﬀ and
trap dirt and fresh contaminants without
scratching. Plus, the ultra premium grade of
mircoﬁbre is super absorbent to leave a totally
smear free, high gloss ﬁnish.
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Cuts wipe oﬀ time of any paint care product in
half. Totally eliminates cloth inﬂicted swirls and
scratches and leaves a highly polished, residue
free ﬁnish.

MEGUIAR’S POLISHING TOWEL
Two per pack Code: EPTOW
100% cotton terry towelling for lint and scratch
free wipe oﬀ. Using the wrong type or quality of
cloth, such as cheese cloth or material that isn’t
100% cotton, will often cause surface
scratching.

ACCESSORIES

MEGUIAR’S EVEN COAT™ MICROFIBRE
APPLICATOR PAD

MEGUIAR’S GRITGUARD Code: X3003

Two per pack Code: X3080

Reduces cratches and swirls on the surface of a vehicle. The
Meguiar's Professional Grit Guard keeps wash water grit oﬀ your
washing mitt!

Ultra plush microﬁber May also be used with other Meguiar's
products on other surfaces.

• Removes dirt from your wash mitt
• Reduces the risk of swirls when washing
• Prevents mitt contamination & prolongs
soap life
• Fits in most 5 gallon buckets
• Comes in Meguiar's Gold Colour!

MEGUIAR’S SOFT FOAM APPLICATOR PAD
Two per pack Code: APPAD
Apply our products with conﬁdence knowing that our ultra soft
applicator pads won’t scratch ﬁne surfaces. Ultra soft foam for
smooth application.
.

MEGUIAR’S CAR WASH SNOW CANNON KIT
Code: SNOWKIT
Meguiar's Car Wash Snow Cannon kit utilizes the high-sudsing power
of Meguiar's Gold Class Car Wash to deliver outstanding foaming
action with excellent cling to gently foam away dirt, road grime and
contaminants, while revitalising colour, clarity and gloss - without
stripping your wax protection.
Snow foaming done right – without the gimmicks
Clean and shine with a proper car wash
Eliminate the possibility of washing swirl marks and scratches
Most snow foam products are just a pre-wash solution, designed to
loosen dirt and grime, but require a follow up wash with a regular car
wash. Snow foaming the Meguiar's way is quicker, easier and no
additional washing is necessary.
KIT INCLUDES:
• Cannon with durable brass neck and adjustable foaming nozzle
• 1-litre dispenser bottle with accurate mixing marks
• 3 adapters to suit popular pressure cleaner brands
• Meguiar’s Gold Class Car Wash – 473ml
GREATER PRESSURE = MORE FOAM AND LESS PRODUCT
• Suﬃcient to wash up to 5 cars using a 1600 psi machine
• Or wash up to 9 or 10 cars using a 2600 psi machine
SUITABLE PRESSURE CLEANERS
• Electric or petrol powered
• Between 1450psi to 2900psi
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DA POLISHERS

MEGUIAR’S D/A POWER SYSTEM Code: G3500
Turn your powered or cordless drill into the perfect paint polisher,
using revolutionary dual action technology, you can start getting
professional results at home.
• Wax your car in less than 30 minutes
• DA System uses dual action – so it will not harm your paint
• Attaches to most household drills with RPM ranges of 1200-3500

MEGUIAR’S D/A
COMPOUND PADS
Two per pack Code: G3507
Easily restore colour and clarity
to abused and neglected paint
ﬁnishes. Remove oxidation,
scratches, water spots and
other paint defects with ease.

MEGUIAR’S D/A
POLISHING PADS
Two per pack Code: G3508
The ﬁnal step before waxing
for maximum deep rich paint.
Remove ﬁne swirls, while
adding deep gloss and rich
dark colour.

MEGUIAR’S D/A
WAXING PADS
Two per pack Code: G3509
Quickly add durable, long
lasting protection for the
ultimate show car ﬁnish. Add
Protection, Shine and brilliant
reﬂections in as little as 30
minutes.
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MEGUIAR’S DUAL ACTION POLISHER 220V
Code: Mt310
Professional Grade Dual Action Polisher. Defect removal,
polishing and waxing made easy.
Whether you’re a seasoned professional or a casual user who wants show
quality, swirl free results, this is the tool for you. Meguiar’s Dual Action
Polisher greatly reduces the amount of time it takes to apply paint
cleaners, polishes and protection products and produces results far

superior to applying these products by hand and because of its dual
action rotation and orbit, you never have to worry about damaging the
paint.
• Fits S6BP backing plate for Rotary, DBP5 and DBP6 for Dual
Action. (Backing Plate & Pads not included).
• Ergonomic Design - Perfect combination of form and function.
• Thumb Adjustable Speed Dial - Wide 3000-7500 OP (Orbits Per
Minute) speed range allows for faster compounding and
superior ﬁnal polishing.
• Digital Torque Management (DTM) - Electronically adjusts
torque needed to maintain loaded speed level.
• Multi-Position D Handle - Improves comfort and control for
optimal user preference.
• Billet Counter Weight with Multi Bearing Design - Ensures
smooth, precision balance with increased durability.

MEGUIAR’S PROFESSIONAL
BACKING PLATE 6"
Code: S6BP

MEGUIAR’S DBP DA BACKING
PLATE 5" & 6" Code: DBP5, DBP6

MEGUIAR’S SOFT BUFF FOAM
DUAL ACTION POLISHER PADS

MEGUIAR’S SOFT BUFF FOAM
ROTARY PADS

MEGUIAR’S WOOL PADS

Cutting: Cuts through moderate surface
defects with no swirls. Code: DFC5/6

Cutting: Cuts through moderate surface
defects with less swirls. Code: WRFC7

Polishing: Eliminates minor surface defects
while restoring gloss with no swirls.
Code: DFP5/6

Polishing: Polishes out minor surface
imperfections, restoring high gloss ﬁnish.
Code: WRFP7

7" WOOL HEAVY CUTTING ROTARY PAD: 1” twisted
wool ﬁbers deliver fast cutting results for increased
technician eﬃciency. Code: WRWHC7

Finishing: Quickly applies thin, even layer of
your favourite liquid or paste wax with
uniform coverage. Code: DFF5/6

Finishing: Creates brilliant, swirl free, high
gloss ﬁnish. Code: WRFF7

7" CUT N' SHINE WOOL BUFFING DUAL ACTION
PAD: Has an aggressive cutting action that can
remove serious paint imperfections and doesn't leave
hard to remove swirl marks. Code: W4000

7" SO1O WOOL LIGHT CUTTING ROTARY PAD:
Buﬃng pad designed to eﬀectively work with Cut and
Polish Cream for professionals. Code: WWLC7
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Motorcycle

MARINE

MEGUIAR’S MOTORCYCLE PRODUCT LINE

MEGUIAR’S MARINE PRODUCT LINE

Utilising proven technology formulated speciﬁcally for motorcycles,
Meguiar's is proud to oﬀer fantastic surface care products that cover
the major steps in the motorcycle detailing process to include
Motorcycle EZ Clean Spray Wash, Liquid Wax and All Metal polish.
Whether you ride a sport bike or a cruiser, these products provide
exceptional performance backed by Meguiar's industry-leading
surface care technology and performance guarantee.

Meguiar's oﬀers a comprehensive, high quality line of products
designed just for Boats and RV's. These products will give the same
brilliant shine and long lasting protection that many enthusiasts
have come to expect from Meguiar's line of car care products but are
formulated for the special requirements of ﬁberglass and gelcoats.
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DO YOU LOVE YOUR CAR?
The Meguiar's New Zealand team loves cars, and we
love sharing the knowledge, skills and passion with car
enthusiasts, we love it when our cars look great, and
love it when we can help you make your car look great!
• Supporting Car Clubs Around NZ - Meguiar's
give away over $10,000 worth of products each
year to car clubs for their events. We also host
'Car Club nights' - a training evening for your car
club so you can learn all the basics of car care,
contact us at promotions@smitsgroup.co.nz
for more information or if you wish to host a
training night for your club.
• Car Shows - If you're at a car show in NZ,
chances are we're there too! Meguiar's love to
be where the cars are, so keep an eye out for us
next time and feel free to come and ask the
team for technical advice.
• It's our passion - We're so passionate about
cars that we've even dedicated a website to it,
at www.lovemycarnz.co.nz you'll ﬁnd photos
from events, lastest products, news, gear guide,
training videos and more!
• Website - Keep up to date with the latest from
Meguiar's at meguiars.co.nz or
smitsgroup.co.nz where you can buy online,
check the latest news, and get some hot deals
on Meguiar's products.
• Facebook - Keep in touch with us via Facebook
(and win some prizes too from time to time).
facebook.com/MeguiarsNewZealand &
facebook.com/LoveMyCarNZ
• Instagram - Post and share your car photos
withus on Instagram @lovemycarnz
#lovemycarnz

www.MEGUIARS.co.nz
info@meguiars.co.nz
Freephone 0800 227 422

smitsgroup.co.nz
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